In this paper, we propose a novel approach of word-level Indic script identification using only character-level data in training stage. The advantages of using character level data for training have been outlined in section I. Our method uses a multimodal deep network which takes both offline and online modality of the data as input in order to explore the information from both the modalities jointly for script identification task. We take handwritten data in either modality as input and the opposite modality is generated through intermodality conversion. Thereafter, we feed this offline-online modality pair to our network. Hence, along with the advantage of utilizing information from both the modalities, it can work as a single framework for both offline and online script identification simultaneously which alleviates the need for designing two separate script identification modules for individual modality. One more major contribution is that we propose a novel conditional multimodal fusion scheme to combine the information from offline and online modality which takes into account the real origin of the data being fed to our network and thus it combines adapatively. An exhaustive experiment has been done on a data set consisting of English and six Indic scripts. Our proposed framework clearly outperforms different frameworks based on traditional classifiers along with handcrafted features and deep learning based methods with a clear margin.
Introduction
Script identification [1, 2] is a key step in Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system. Script can be defined as a writing system consisting of a set of specific symbols and graphical shapes. Each script features specific attributes that distinguish it from other ones. Script identification is of utmost importance to understand handwritten documents automatically. Identification of handwritten script has gained prime importance in document image processing community; one of the reasons being global digitization of several handwritten scriptures and books. The basis of such script identification is the unique spatial relation among the strokes of a particular script, which helps in distinguishing the scripts from one another.
In multilingual [3] environment, script recognition gains significant importance, since every handwritten text recognition system is language specific. In a country like India, where there are 12 official scripts 1 , handwriting recognition becomes complicated. Hence, a robust script identification system is necessary to automate the process of text recognition [4, 5] . The critical challenge encountered in such a task is that the handwritten text suffers from inherent challenges due to free flow nature of handwriting, unlike machine generated text which have fairly uniform structure. The variation in writing style among the individuals and complex shapes of characters are some of the major hindrances for handwritten script identification. Figure 1 shows some handwritten text documents written in different scripts.
Most of the existing literature for script identification/ recognition focuses on extracting linguistic and statistical features at the word or the line level [4, 5, 6, 7] . On the contrary, the proposed framework is based on the hypothesis that the character set of a particular script alone contains distinctive features for the purpose of script recognition training and testing is done for both character and word level data. We extract data in both online and offline modalities. If any of these two modality is missed, it is recovered from other one.
achieve word level script-identification performance.
The proposed deep network utilizes the information from both offline and online modalities jointly to leverage the respective advantages of both representations simultaneously. Online handwritten data [8] comprises of a 1-D signal in the form of sequence of points, whereas offline data comprises of images. The reason behind combining online modality is that it holds both spatial and temporal information of the character. On the contrary, the offline word images do not contain the temporal information. From the literature, it is noted that due to availability of dynamic information such as temporal order of the points, the performance of online system is comparatively better than the offline one [9] . However, offline data contains pixel level spatial information which partly complements the temporal and spatial information of online data.
Recently, the advent of convolutional deep architectures [10] has made it possible to improve the performance of traditional feature-based approaches significantly. We draw our inspiration of the multi-modal framework from popular deep learning frameworks in RGB-D data [11, 12, 13, 14] where it aims to utilize both RGB image and depth modality in a single deep network to get the advantage from both modalities simultaneously. Our proposed method is designed to handle both online and offline data in a single network rather than requiring different models. It eliminates the necessity of two different models for offline and online handwritten data individually. Our proposed framework first converts the online data into its offline form (and vice versa), thereafter feeding the data represented in two different modalities to the network, for learning the combined vector space for script identification.
In addition to this, we have proposed a novel conditional fusion scheme for script identification. The primary motivation is to include complementary information of offline and online modalities. For instance, if the original data is from online (offline) modality we convert it to its offline (online) equivalent, thereafter feeding both them into our deep network. During the multimodal fusion, we combine features from both the modalities adaptively, by imposing the condition that the original data is from online modality. Note that, the data comes in single modality, i.e. both modalities of that particular data are not present. Thus, we perform inter modality conversion to generate the other one. Use of both modalities simultaneously provides us with two major advantages. Firstly, it provides better script identification performance; and secondly, this makes it possible to design a single system which can work for both offline as well as online handwritten data. The underlying idea here is that our proposed conditional multimodal fusion mechanism would encourage the deep network to combine both the modalities considering their individual contributions.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows. Firstly, we propose a deep multi-modal framework for script identification which uses online and offline modalities of character level data to exploit their shared information. We thus have a single framework which can handle both modalities by converting the data from the present modality to the other modality and learns a joint embedding to utilize the information from both the modalities for better performance. Here, we also develop a novel conditional multi-modal fusion scheme for effective combination of both the modalities. In addition to that, it avoids the need of requiring two different models to handle data in two different modalities. The trained model is used to identify the script for both online and offline character as well as word level data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop a single framework which works in parallel for both online and offline data for handwritten script identification. Secondly, our proposed method enjoys the advantage of using light weight training model for script identification since we are using character level data for training which has fewer combinations compared to word level data. Thirdly, we have done an exhaustive experiments using a number of different scripts from different modalities, online and offline, to justify the feasibility and competitive performance with other existing baseline methods.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2 we discuss related work developed for script identification, stroke recovery task and popular deep multimodal framework for different computer vision problems. In Section 3, the proposed framework for script identification has been described. In Section 4, we elaborate the experimental setup and discuss about results of the various experiments conducted to justify the significance and efficiency of our proposed method . Finally, conclusions and future directions are given in Section 5.
Related Work
Handwritten script identification:. Handwritten script identification is an important task in developing a multilingual handwriting recognition system where more than one script might be present. A comprehensive survey on script identification has been presented in [4, 5] . Various works have been reported on printed document script identification [6] . However, script identification in handwritten documents is much more difficult compared to that in printed documents, due to varying handwriting styles of different individuals. A popularly explored approach in handwritten script identification is to extract linguistic and statistical feature followed by Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the classifier. In [15] , such solution for word-level offline classification is proposed for Thai-Roman script classification. A technique for script identification in torn documents is proposed by Chanda et al. [6] , in which Roman and Indic scripts are considered to evaluate the performance. They worked with rotation invariant Zernike features and the rotation dependent gradient feature, using PCA-based methods to predict orientation and then apply an SVM classifier at the character level. The results are calculated for the word level using majority voting at the character level, followed by prediction at the document level in a similar fashion. Pal et al. [16] proposed a modified quadratic classifier using directional feature for recognition of off-line handwritten numerals of six popular Indic scripts. The bounding box of the numeric characters are divided into smaller blocks to capture the local information and directional feature is extracted at two levels, one from the original images and other one from the down sampled version of it through Gaussian Filtering. Moalla et al. proposed methods [17, 18] to separate out the Arabic text from the documents containing both Arabic and English words. In [19] , Ferrer et al. has proposed a method for script identification in offline word images using word information index which estimates the amount of information included in a word. Different classifiers are trained using words with similar amount of information. During testing, the appropriate classifier is chosen based on the word information index of the query keyword. Regional local feature is studied in the work [20] . In [7] Neural network based solutions are also popular for script identification as discussed in [4] . In one of the earliest works, neural nets were employed for script identification in postal automation systems [23, 24] . In [25] Network(DisCNN). Gomez et al. [10] used the ensembles conjoined networks in order to learn from the stroke patches along with their relative importance.
Online Trajectory Retrieval:. Restoring of temporal order from offline handwriting has been worked since long [31, 32] . Stroke and sub-stroke properties were utilized and authors provided a a taxonomy of local, regional and global temporal clues which were found to be beneficial for stroke recovery problem. In [33] , Elbaati et al. proposed an approach to recover the stroke by segmenting the offline word image into strokes and labeling all the edges as successive parts of the strokes. Then, a Genetic
Algorithm is applied to optimize these strokes and produce the best possible stroke
order. An application of the above method is used in [9] which combines offline and online data for Hidden Markov Model(HMM) based Arabic handwriting recognition.
The offline features and temporal stroke order from online data are complementary in nature, which in combination improve the recognition accuracy of the framework. In [34] , Kato et al. proposed a stroke recovery technique which works for single stroke characters. This system labels each edge of the word image and connects them based on a predefined algorithm without any learning method.
Deep Multimodal learning:. Multimodal learning [35, 36] is a very popular concept in computer vision community in order to combine information from more than one sources. However, in document image analysis, more specifically for handwriting recognition task, there are hardly any application of multi-modal framework. In recent time, due to advancement of deep learning technology different modalities are combined for better accuracy in different problems like scene understanding, RGB-D object detection etc. In the task of Image Captioning [37] and Visual Question Answering [38] , the language feature and image feature are combined using deep neural network architecture. In RGB-D data, both image and depth modalities are explored for various tasks like Object Recognition [13] , Scene classification [39] , Object Detection [11] . Given a vast literature for multi-modal learning, we attempt to use a deep multi-modal framework to explore the joint information from both offline and online handwritten data for script identification task.
Proposed Framework
The proposed approach can be divided into two steps. In the first step, we extract the data from original modality to its equivalent opposite modality. In the next step, the data from both the modalities are considered simultaneously as input to deep neural network to combine their information. Note that only character level data is used to train the network. During testing, it can identify the script for both character and word level data from both modalities. In our work, we design Convolutional-LSTM architecture where Convolutional Network intends to extract more robust sequential feature from the data and LSTM module captures the contextual information of the sequence for better performance. An overview of our proposed multimodal framework is given in Figure 3 . In this section, we describe our different modules of our framework serially.
Inter Modality Conversion
Inter modality conversion is a key step in our framework. Since our proposed deep network takes the offline-online pair as the input, a modality-conversion is required in order to get the opposite modality from the input data. The outline of our proposed multimodal architecture for script identification. There are two inputs in out network, one from offline modality and other from online modality. The absent modality will be generated through intermodality conversion.
Online to Offline Conversion:. Offline to online conversion of handwritten data has been perfomed using [40] . First, the skeleton image of the handwritten text is extracted Offline to Online Conversion:. Conversion of online data to offline is a trivial one.
Online data consists of consecutive co-ordinate points representing the flow of writing. To convert the online data to its offline equivalent, we first define an empty image matrix based on the difference of maximum and minimum (x, y) coordinate values.
Thereafter, we mark those pixel positions of the empty image matrix based on the online coordinate points and join consecutive points serially. The process generates the skeleton image of the handwritten data. Following this, a morphological thickening operation is performed in order to make the equivalent offline word image similar to the real offline word image data. Online to offline conversion is shown in Figure 5 
Network Architecture for Online modality
Online modality of handwritten data consists of sequential (x, y) co-ordinate points representing the flow of writing. One of the naive ways could be to feed these sequential (x, y) co-ordinate points to a LSTM module and get the state of the last time step as the final feature representation of the online data. However, in this proposed approach, we have designed a Convolutional LSTM architecture for the online stream of our network. The key idea of using CNN is to achieve a certain extent of shift, scale and distortion in-variance. For a 2D image, the local connectivity of CNN learns the correlation among neighbouring pixels. The objective of using CNN on the sequential co-ordinate points before feeding it to the LSTM module is to learn the correlation among the neighbouring co-ordinate points. In addition to that, it intends to achieve a certain degree of distortion or shift invariance which may arise due to free flow of writing of different individuals, and during capturing of co-ordinate points by sensors.
Hence, convolutional network will convert the (x, y) co-ordinate points into a high dimensional space by incorporating the spatial correlation among nearby sequential points in order to make it less variant to different individuals' handwriting and distortions.
For every online data sample, there are N sequential points represented by two values, X co-ordinate value and Y -co-ordinate value for each point. However, in order to formulate the 1-D convolution over these points, we consider these points as 1-dimensional signal with 2 channels, i.e. D ∈ R N ×1×2 . Then we employ a 1-D convolution with filter W ∈ R M ×Q×1×P (M filters with dimension of Q × 1 × P ).
We restrict the length of the filter Q to 5. P is the number of channels or feature maps in the input. For example, P = 2 for the first convolution layer since the input is 1-dimensional 2 channel having a length N. The output G ∈ R N ×1×M of 1D-convolution is given by
1-D convolution operation follows the same rule as that of 2D convolution with a small difference, which is that the filter used here is of size L × 1 and it strides over only one direction(here time direction). A graphical illustration of 1D-convolution over the online coordinate points is shown in Figure 6 . In order to introduce the invariance against free flow writing of different individuals and noisy acquiring of data from sensors, we have added one maxpooling operation along the time direction after the second convolution layers. The window size of maxpooling operation is 2×1, hence it reduces the number of data points to half.
However, note that, online data represents the flow of writing with time. Hence, it is observed that more than one maxpooling operation reduces the performance. Inspired from the network of [41] , we have used global maxpooling [42] operation to obtain the global feature vector which contains the holistic information of all the co-ordinate points. This global feature vector is concatenated with the feature map of every data point and passes through to last convolution layer. This convolution layer intends to combine each point wise feature with a global feature adaptively. In our online stream, we have used six convolution layers with the number of filters being 32, 64, 128, 256, 256, and 512 respectively. Hence, we obtain an output tensor of size R (N/2)×1×512 , which thereafter is to be fed to the LSTM module. Following this, we create a custom 'Map-to-Sequence' layer as the bridge between convolutional layers and recurrent layers as mentioned in [43] . This 'Map-to-Sequence' layer converts the 3-dimensional tensor to a 2-dimensional time distributed feature representation of size R (N/2)×512 for the online data points.
Network Architecture for offline modality
The online data was already time distributed, containing successive co-ordinate points which represent the flow of writing. In contrast to this, the offline data does not have any time information. Hence, in order to feed this to a LSTM module, we need to convert the offline word image into sequential feature representation. In handwriting recognition, one of the popular approaches is to use sliding based [44, 45] feature extraction. However, the handcrafted features has its own limitation. To solve this problem, we have used a convoolutional neural network [43] in order to extract the sequential feature from offline images which thereafter is fed to the LSTM module. There may exist several cases where character from one script may resemble the sequence. It can take input images of arbitrary width which is one of the major requirements of our framework since we are training the network using character level data and predict the result for both character and word level data as well. Word level data usually has much longer width and there is large variation in the length depending on the number of characters present in that word. Resizing the width to a fixed size is not a good choice since it distorts the word image and it may eliminate some good script specific information. However, it is needed to scale all the images to a fixed height to feed them in the network keeping the aspect ratio same.
Generation of each feature vector of a feature sequence is done in a left-to-right manner on the feature maps, taken column wise. This denotes that the the concatenation of the i-th columns of all the maps gives rise to the i-th feature vector. As per the architecture, the width of each such column is maintained at one pixel. Figure 7 graphically shows the process of feature sequence generation using convolutional architecture [43] . Our convolutional architecture for feature sequence extraction is composed of seven convolutional layer. The major change we have done in our network is to include a global maxpooling [42] operation to get a global feature vector for the sequence which is concatenated with every left-to-right feature map and are fed to one last convolutional layer before converting it to final feature sequence using 'Map to Sequence' operation. The primary objective of including the global feature in our method is that besides gathering the local information, we can also consider the holistic representation of the entire image. Let the feature from the final time step of the LSTM network be F online and F of f line with size R 1×K for online and offline modality respectively. At first, we concatenate F online and F of f line to obtain F concat of size R 1×2K .
The concatenated feature representation is conditioned on a 2 bit binary vector Z representing the original modality of the input data. It is important to let the model know the actual form of the input data, whether it is online data or offline data. It allows the model to give the priority to the original modality adaptively in calculating the final feature representation. After feeding Z to the concatenated representation we get a feature vector F cond of size R (1×2K)+2 . Thereafter, we pass it through a fully connected layer(F C) of weights W ∈ R (2K+2)×K . The primary objective of such fully connected layer is to learn the correlation between the two modalities in order to assign their respective weightage accordingly. The output of this fully connected layer is F f c with size R 1×K . Finally, the sigmoid function outputs the weight parameters.
Using equation 4 and 5 we get the weights P
1×K
Of f line and P
Of f line . These weights are element-wise multiplied with their corresponding modality representations. The final feature vector is obtained by adding these two feature representation. Then, a fully connected layer is used which has the same number of neuron as the number of classes. A softmax layer outputs the probability distribution of the script over the classes. The conditional fusion is carried out by the following operations. Figure 9 : Conditional multimodal fusion scheme
Implementation Details
Our proposed multimodal network uses character level data during training and it predicts the script identification result for both character and word level data. Let (X i , Y i ) be the online-offline modality pair for a particular sample data which is to be fed as the input to our network. It is to be noted that only one of the modalities, i.e.
either X i or Y i is present originally, and we convert the other one using the method mentioned in section 3.1. (L i , Z i ) are the two given labels to train the network in a supervised manner. Here, L i is the corresponding script label and Z i is the original modality from which the original data sample was fetched. Z i is the extra supervision we use to impose a condition during multimodal fusion. During training, L i is used to calculate the cross-entropy loss for classification to train the network through backpropagation. During testing, the network predicts the identified script L i as output.
However, Z i is present during both training and testing for conditional fusion of two different modalities.
The network architecture of our framework is shown pictorially in Figure 8 . We have included one global average pooling operation in both offline and online stream networks in order to capture the holistic information about the data sample. The architecture for offline stream consists of 7 convolutional layers and 4 maxpooling layers.
For the 3rd and 4th maxpooling layers, the filter size was fixed at 2x1, in order to get the feature maps with larger width, thus generating a larger feature sequence, which was found to be beneficial for capturing the spatial dependency among characters of words.
We normalize every offline data to a height of 32 keeping the aspect ratio same. In order to feed the character level offline data in batches during training, we resize every character to a size of 32x32. However, we can feed offline images of arbitrary width to keep the aspect ratio constant during testing, but only one at a time. This is expected because word images(during testing) usually have much longer width, i.e. much higher aspect ratio compared to single characters. On the contrary, for online data it has no such font size limitation, since it is already time distributed. The architecture of online stream consists of 6 convolutional layer and one maxpooling operation. In order to accelerate the training process, we have added two batch normalization layers in both of our offline and online stream networks. Next, we have used two layers LSTM network with 512 hidden LSTM units. Hence, K equals to 512 in our framework. The final feature for offline and online modality is extracted from the cell state of the last time step of two LSTM modules, after which multimodal conditional fusion is carried out.
We have implemented our complete system using Python and Tensorflow framework in 2.50 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU, 32GB RAM and an NVIDIA Titan-X GPU.
The weights of the model are initialized according to the Xavier initializer. 
Experiments
In this section, we report the performance of our script identification framework.
We first introduce the datasets used for our study and then present the detailed script identification performance along with different baseline methods, error analysis and discussions.
Datasets
As per our findings, there exists no such standard datasets for handwritten script recognition. Here, we have collected various publicly available word and character recognition datasets [45, 44] of different scripts to prepare our required database for script recognition. In our experiments, we have considered a total of 7 scripts for the performance evaluation, namely, Devanagari, Bangla, Odia, Gurumukhi, Tamil, Telegu and English. Among these scripts, Devanagari, Bangla, Gurumukhi and Odia are descended [4] from the common ancestor script in the Brahmi script family. There exist a good extent of similarity between Bangla and Devanagari, Devanagari and Gurumukhi as mentioned in [45] . Similarly, Tamil and Telegu are two south Indian scripts. On the other side, English is a global language which is a medium of communication for different parts of the world. Most of the documents are bi-script which contains one of the regional languages with English. Hence, our selection of the scripts for performance evaluation is based on the intention to make the task of script identification more difficult. Table 1 gives the detail of our dataset used for script recognition. All the experiments for script recognition have been done in a 10 fold cross validation mode with 7:2:1 training, validation and testing. By this, 70% data of dataset was used for training, 10% data for validation and 20% data for testing.
Different Baselines
As mentioned earlier, there is no such earlier framework for handwritten script identification using multimodal deep network which can perform for both offline and online data simultaneously using a single model. However, one of the naive approaches is to convert the data from either modality to its equivalent opposite modality, and feed the required modality to the framework based on the modality it has been trained on. For instance, if a framework has been trained using offline handwritten data, and we have online handwritten data for testing. In this case, the naive approach is to con-vert online data to its offline equivalent and test using the model trained from offline handwritten data. However, there is a major limitation of using such naive approach.
Although, handwritten data can be converted between two modalities, the data distribution of converted data is not similar to the real one, thus limiting the performance.
In order to justify the superiority of our method, we evaluated both in-modality and cross-modality performance for all the baseline methods. Another contribution of our framework is that our framework can be trained with light weight character level data and can achieve performance as that of traditional way of training a script identification model using word level data. Hence, we report the performance of our framework for both character level and word level data for training. To perform a fair comparison between word level and character level data for training, we use the nearly equal number of word and character level data for training. In Table 1 , we have mentioned the number of data for word level and character level data from offline and online modalities are present; and it shows the number of sample is nearly with in a same range.
For every experiment, cross modality(training from online data and testing on offline data or vice-versa) or cross level(i.e. training from character level data and testing on word level data or vice-versa), we use 7 fold data of a particular level or modality for training, and testing and validation have been done on the data of other modality or level with 2 and 1 fold each respectively.
To compare our proposed framework, we have defined a few base line methods based on deep neural network architecture. We have justified the limitations of every baseline with respect to our proposed framework. All the base line methods are defined for single modality data in order to justify the improvement in performance, we achieve due to our multi-modal framework. Also, the our proposed novel multi-modal fusion method is compared with different traditional multimodal fusion methods in section 4.3. The base line methods using different traditional classifiers and hand-crafted features are detailed in section 4.5 separately. For the first two baseline methods, we have just sliced the offline and online stream of our multimodal network into two different baselines for online and offline data respectively. The performance comparison with these two baseline justifies the necessity of designing a multimodal deep framework.
DL 1:. For this baseline, we use 1D-convolutional-LSTM network for online handwritten script identification. This is the same configuration as used for our online stream network and is only trained from online data. The softmax classification layer is used at the output of last time step. Although the performance is competitive in case of online data, the major limitation is, the cross-modality performance is restricted since the network is unaware of the data distribution of offline data.
DL 2:. For this baseline, we use 2D-convolutional-LSTM network for offline handwritten script identification identification following the same architecture as mentioned for offline stream of our network. This has been trained only from the offline images.
Here also, the main limitation is that it does not perform well for cross-modal data.
DL 3:. One of the important contributions in our online stream network is the use of 1D-convolutional network over the online coordinate points in order to learn the structural correlation of among neighboring pixel points. Hence, we define our third base line in order justify the improvement, we achieve due to use of this 1D-convolutional network. Here, we directly feed the coordinate points into the LSTM network for script identification and evaluate the identification performance. The architecture and setup for different hyper parameters are kept same as mentioned in section 3.5.
Our framework is trained from data in paired modality, where the original modality is present from both offline and online modality with equal distribution in the training data. We have evaluated the performance our model for both real online and offline data individually. We found that our model generalizes well for both online and offline data with no significant change in the accuracy. The results are reported in Table 3 .
However, we have evaluated the performance using only one modality as the source of data for training. It has been observed that the performance of script identification decreases in this case compared to training the network using both the modalities as the source. Hence, we conclude that our proposed architecture generalizes well for both the modalities when it is trained from both online and offline modality. A comparative study has been shown in Fig. 11 . The confusion matrix for both character and word level training is shown in Figure 12 . 
Comparative study with different multimodal fusion methods
One of most popular application of multimodal fusion approaches is Visual Question Answering [38] , where image and language feature representation are combined.
Here, we also combine the offline and online feature representation for script identification using a conditional multimodal fusion method. We compare our multimodal fusion method with different traditional fusion methods popular in the literature. Lets denote the feature representation of offline and online modality as F 1 and F 2 , both of Bilinear(MCB) Pooling can be found in [47] . We have also evaluated the performance of our multimodal fusion method with out using conditional fusion. The results for different multimodal fusion strategies are reported in Table 4 .
Analysis of Character Level Training
In this paper, we hold the opinion that character level training data is sufficient enough to achieve state-of-the-art script identification performance as that of training from word level data. In addition, character level training posses a few advantages as mentioned in section 1. In Figure 13 , a comparative study has been performed between character and word level training with respect to varying number of training sample.
From the results, it is justified that comparatively fewer character level training data is sufficient to achieve the optimum performance compared to word level training data.
Word level training outperforms character level training method after a certain number of training samples. However, the difference between character and word level training is almost negligible with some added advantages on the side of character level training. 
Comparative study with different traditional classifiers
In this paper, we have considered convolutional layers stacked with LSTMs for due to their superior performance reported in recent literature. It is a deep multimodal network which can be trained in a end to end manner using back propagation and it takes input for both offline and online modality of the data. In recent literature, Deep Neural Network has achieved a great superiority over the traditional classifiers and handcrafted features. Most of the previous methods for handwritten script identification are based on this traditional classifiers and handcrafted features. However, since there is no standard dataset, we can not compare our deep learning based system with those methods. Hence, we employed some baseline methods using some popular traditional classifiers and popular handcrafted features. We name these methods as Traditional Approaches(TA) and report the results in our 7 handwritten scripts dataset. We show the performance using both character level and word level data as training. Also, we report the cross modality script identification accuracy. However, training has been done from single modality, i.e. no multimodal combination, for these traditional methods.
The different baseline approaches considered in our experiments are described in the following subsections.
Performance on Offline Data
For offline word images, we have used PHOG(Pyramidal Histogram of Oriented Gradient) and LBP(Local Binary Pattern) for feature extraction. PHOG is gradient based feature which has been utilized in sliding window based handwriting recognition task [44, 45] . LBP is a texture descriptor which has been further used in different tasks like, facial expression recognition [48] , handwritten word spotting in historical documents [49] etc. Table 5 as TA 1. It is to be noted that using this baseline, it is not possible to predict the script at word level using character level training data, since SVM or Random Forest cannot handle the sequence based classification. Hence, the results are reported accordingly.
TA 2:. In this baseline, we have explored the sequence-based script identification approach using two traditional sequential classifiers HMM and HCRF respectively. For sequential feature extraction from word or character level images, a sliding window moves from left to right of the image and PHOG or LBP feature is extracted from each sliding window, which denotes the feature at single time step. This type of sliding window based classification approach has been used in music score writer identification [51] . As we are dealing with sequence based classification approach in this baseline, it is possible to use character level data for training in order to predict the script at word level. The results are reported in Table 5 as TA 2.
TA 3:. Here, we use the same sliding window based feature extraction approach as used in TA 2, the only difference is that we use 2 layers LSTM as the classifier. Performance of different handcrafted features with LSTM has been studied in [52] for offline handwriting recognition. Hence, we employ a similar framework for the script identification task, and name it as TA 3.
Performance on Online Data
Online data contains the successive coordinate points representing the trajectory of pen's movement. For online handwriting recognition, one of the most popular handcrafted feature descriptor is NPEN++ [53] . We have considered this feature in our traditional baseline method for handwritten online script identification. Here, five different features namely, Curliness (CR), Writing direction (WD), Linearity (LR), Slope (SP), and Curvature (CV) are extracted from the sequence of coordinate points and are concatenated to form the final feature descriptor. More details about these features can be found in [53] .
TA 4:. In this baseline, we have used the NPEN++ feature along with sequential classifier HMM and HCRF for each case. HMM and NPEN++ feature have been used in online handwriting recognition in [53] . Hence, it is reasonable to evaluate the performance of these combinations for online handwritten script identification task. The results are reported in Table 6 as TA 4.
TA 5:. In this framework, we directly feed the online sequential coordinate point in a LSTM network for script identification. This type of approach has been addressed in the literature for handwriting recognition in [54] . We report the result for this approach in Table 6 . 
Error Analaysis
Inter modality conversion is one of the main crucial steps in our framework, since our proposed architecture takes offline-online modality pair of a data sample as the input. Although the conversion of online to offline modality is a trivial and simple one, the recovery of stroke information form offline data is a bit challenging due to free flow nature of handwriting by different individuals. For this task, we have adopted the method in [40] . However, during our experimental analysis, we have observed that the offline to online conversion algorithm fails to recover proper stroke sequences in some specific cases. Figure 14 shows some examples, where the the our adopted algorithm fails to recover the expected stroke sequence in some specific cases. One of the main reasons of this problem is skeletonization error that appears as unwanted skeleton branches with incorrect angles due to uneven thickness of the handwritten data and surface noise. It is also observed from the second image of Figure 14 that the algorithm tends to miss strokes at the junction points due to the presence of the Matra which is very common feature among Indic Scripts. This problem can be solved to some extent by Matra removal as proposed by [44] . 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a new method for script identification which has provided us with satisfactory results. Handwritten text present in either modality, online or offline has been received and the absent modality has been recreated using inter modality conversion. After such recreation, both modalities had been fed in pair into a deep neural network. This designed neural network uses both sets of information from both modalities to employ multimodal fusion thus combining the features adaptively.
Two significant achievements obtained are the designing of one single training model which encompasses the training of both modalities of data. Secondly, the features of two modalities are combined to produce more accurate results.
As evident from the results, our method performs better than almost every other state-of-the art method for handwritten script identification. A few drawbacks include incomplete conversion of modality to the other, but the conditions existent for such cases are rare. Our future work would include fine tuning our proposed deep network architecture and including more Indic scripts to increase the scope of application of our method. One of the most promising future research directions would be to design a single deep model for offline and online handwriting recognition in a single deep neural network through exploring information from both the modalities.
